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This is a headline report drawn from the Sports Club Survey 2019.   Commissioned by
Sport NI it is the  largest survey  ever undertaken of Northern Ireland’s
sports  clubs,  with  responses from  837 clubs representing 60 governing  bodies.    The
purpose of the survey is to provide a comprehensive picture of  the ‘health’ of
grassroots sports  clubs, helping to inform how  best to support clubs in the coming
years.
 
Alongside the survey, clubs were invited to attend a focus group.  The series of 12 focus
groups was attended by 114 clubs across 41 sports.  Headline comments from the focus
groups are included in this report.
 
This report relates to Orienteering clubs which responded to the survey and/or
attended a focus group.

Introduction

1

Three clubs responded to the survey:-
 

Note
These headline results are displayed primarily as the percentage of clubs which answered the 
survey question; where appropriate the results are also presented as the number of clubs which 
answered the question.  Where percentages are used, the number of responding clubs is noted as 
(Num Respd= X).

Fermanagh Orienteers
Lagan Valley Orienteers
Northwest Orienteering Club
 



All three clubs hire facilities for activities:
      0% of clubs own their facilities
      0% of clubs lease their facility
      100% of clubs hire facilities  
       

1. Club Overview  

0% of clubs are non-profit run by members with a 
constitution and committee
100% of clubs are registered as a Community 
Amateur Sports Club (CASC)
0% of clubs are registered as a Charity

How clubs are organised

Club View

2

Facility ownership

Clubs are asked to consider and choose which statements (see below) best describe and sum up what they 
'are about'.  Orienteering clubs, whilst catering for adults and youth, are also looking to create health and 
wellbeing opportunities for people of all abilities. (Num Respd=3).

Num Respd=3

% of clubs

100%

100%

67%

67%

33%

We are a community club looking to
create health and wellbeing

opportunities for people of all abilities.

We are a club catering for adults and
youth.

We are a club focused on developing all
our participants to their full potential.

We are a club well established in the
local community.

We are a high performance club focused
on creating opportunities for elite

athletes.

0 20 40 60 80 100

Num Respd=3



We asked clubs to select their largest annual 
expenditures  (Num Respd=3):

1. Mapping fees
2. Participant insurance
3. Public liability insurance
4. Training equipment
5. Competition fees
6. Facility maintenance
7. Facility hire
8. Transport and accommodation
9. Playing kit

10. Utilities - water, electricity, gas etc

 
 
 

33%
33%

33%

£0 to £5k per year
£5 to £10k per year

£15 to £20k per year

2. Finances 

Mapping fees and insurance are the top 
two expenses.

Expenditure - breakdown

Income - breakdown

3

Total annual running cost
Annual running cost is the total needed 
to be raised each year to cover all 
expenses e.g. facility hire, competition 
fees, training equipment etc. (Num 
Respd=3)

We asked clubs to indicate how they generate 
income (Num Respd=3):

Membership fees and grants
are the top two income generators.

How Clubs describe their 
Financial Health (Now)

How Clubs describe their 
Financial Health (Future)

1. Membership fees
2. Grants
3. Competition entry fees)
4. Training fees
5. Fundraising events
6. Business sponsorship
7. Club lottery
8. Planned Giving/Friends
9. Donations

10. Social club/bar
11. Hire of club facilities

100%
67%
67%
33%
33%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

 

67%
33%
33%
33%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
 

Num Respd=3Num Respd=3

"Comfortable - income 
more than expenses."

0%

"Just about manage - 
generate enough with 

little left over."
100%

"Struggling - we find it 
difficult to cover all 

expenses."
0%

3

"Confident can meet 
financial demands in 
the next 3 to 5 years."

0% 

"Not sure we can meet 
financial demands in 
the next 3 to 5 years."

100%

"We cannot meet 
financial demands in 
the next 3 to 5 years."

0%

https://venngage.com/
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3. Membership 

4

Total Membership Profile 

Membership Change in the LAST 5 Years

18%
average increase
in female participants

Membership Change in the NEXT 5 Years

26%
average increase

in male participants

5%
average increase
in female participants

Num Respd=3

Total number of 
female participants 

is 106

Num Respd=2

Total number of 
male participants is 

201

The ratio of male to 
female participants 

is almost 2:1

5%
average increase

in male participants

Num Respd=3



The top three reasons clubs reckon new members join are :-
 

1. 'Want to be more active'

 
       2.  'Want to try a new activity  or something different'
 
The full list of reasons for people joining is:

Want to be more active
Want to try a new activity  or something different
It's good for mental health and wellbeing
We are a welcoming, well run and recognised club
Enjoy the sport
A friend is a participant
Want to make new friends
Want to train  and take part in competitive opportunities
Want to be part of a community
The sport/activity is popular at the moment

 

'Too busy' and 'other family commitments' are the two main reasons clubs reckon members leave:
Too busy
Other family commitments
Work commitments
Sport just didn't suit
Change to personal circumstances (e.g move house or job)
Training times and matches don't suit
Cost of participating (gear, fees, transport etc)
Club environment too competitive
Poor club facilities e.g no indoor winter facilities closeby
Not enough coaches and/or equipment to keep participants
Didn't have enough members in a category to field a team
Disagreement with the team/coach/club
Went to another club with better facilities
Went to a club with better coaches and competitive opportunities

 
 

0%
of clubs

ask members why they leave

3. Membership

5

Reasons for joining

Reasons for leaving

100%
100%
67%
33%
33%
33%
0%
0%
0%
0%

100%
100%
67%
67%
33%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Num Respd=3

 Num Respd=3

Active

Too busy
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4. Volunteers
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Volunteer profile

46
female volunteers 

in total
 
 

81
male volunteers 

in total

 
 

How do clubs recruit volunteers?

Clubs use a number of methods to recruit volunteers;  'personally ask face to 
face' and 'social media platforms' are the top two methods. The full list of 
methods used is:

Social media platforms both club and community 100%
Personally ask people face to face   100%
Use organisations such as Volunteer Now 0%
Noticeboards in own facility 0%
Noticeboards in shops, schools, community 0%
Hand out leaflets   0%

 

Num Respd=3

Num Respd=3

42
volunteers on 

average per club
 
 



4. Volunteers
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What motivates volunteers?

Love the sport 100%
Want to give something back   100%
Have a child involved in the club 67%
Feel valued and appreciated 33%
Want to stay involved in something in retirement 0%
Good for an individual's  CV 0%
Valuable  experience for people not in employment 0%
It's a good social opportunity 0%
Have family or friends already volunteering in the club 0%
Stopped playing for the club and want to remain involved 0%

       Num Respd=3

The top two reasons for 
volunteering - 'Love the 

sport' AND 'Want to give 
something back'.

None of the clubs said they ask why 
volunteers no longer help. 

No longer has the time due to personal circumstances 100%
Child or family member no longer participating     33%
Felt they had too much to do  33%
Role not clearly defined and therefore not sure what they were to do     0%
Role did not suit their skill level 0%
Did not feel needed and valued by the club 0%
Didn't get on with the other volunteers 0%
Felt the club didn't need them 0%

 

Why do volunteers no longer help ?

The top reason 
volunteers stop - 'No 

longer has the time due 
to personal 

circumstances' 

Num Respd=3



33% of clubs report it is 
difficult to recruit female 

coaches
 

100% of clubs are 
happy with the skill 

level of their coaches.
 

5. Coaches
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Profile of coaches across the clubs

23

Num Respd=3

Coach related observations

Num Respd=3

 coaches in total

 

76%

17%

Qualified coaches

Non-qualified coaches

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

N/A of clubs have a 
stable coach 

'workforce' with little 
turnover.

 

33% of clubs ensure 
their coaches attend 

CPD courses
 

0% of  clubs provide 
coaching opportunities 

for 15 to 18 year olds
 

Comparison of qualified to non-qualified coaches



No. of clubs

100%

100%

100%

100%

67%

67%

67%

67%

33%

33%

33%

33%

Constitution

Audited/approved accounts

Safeguarding policy

Insurance

Codes of conduct

Roles and responsibilities identified

Health and safety policy

Information and data protection policy

Social media policy

Finance policy

Health & wellbeing policy

Volunteer policy

0 20 40 60 80 100

6. Governance

9

Policies

Sports Development Plan

One club has a Sports Development Plan (SDP),  0  clubs are in the 
process of developing one (Num Respd=3).

Num Respd=3

Remarks on policies
All clubs have a constitution, safeguarding, insurance and audited/approved accounts
Two thirds of clubs have a health and safety policy
One third of the clubs have a volunteer policy

1 club Agrees they found the 
process of developing 
a SDP very useful.  

1 club
Agrees their SDP 
allows the club to 
focus on key areas to 
improve.

1 club
Agrees their SDP 
allows the club to 
come together and be 
more effective.

1 club
Agrees their SDP 
helps the club to 'keep 
on track.'

Num Respd=1



Reasons why clubs do not have Clubmark are:
We don't have anyone in the club who will coordinate it    100%
We don't have the time to do it 50%
Don't see the need for it 0%
Don't know what it is   0%
It seems too complicated to do 0%
We've heard it is difficult to achieve    0%
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6. Governance
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Clubmark accreditation award
One club has a Clubmark accreditation award; no clubs are working towards an award. (Num 
Respd=3)

How much support?
An analysis of how much support (a lot, some, not much) clubs receive from a range of organisations, 
demonstrates most support from British Orienteering  and Sports Advisory as presented below:

Who do clubs turn to for assistance?
Clubs are asked to rank, British Orienteering, their local Council, and Sport NI in terms of 
who they turn to FIRST when looking for assistance (Num Respd=3) 
 

100% of clubs turn to  British Orienteering FIRST for assistance.
0% of clubs turn to local Council  FIRST for assistance.
0% of clubs turn to Sport NI FIRST for assistance.

Num Respd=3

Num Respd=2



8. Challenges
 

11

Challenges

Clubs reported the following challenges:
Lack of external funding (parish, Council, governing bodies etc). 67%
Lack of volunteers (i.e. committee members/ coaches etc) 67%
Lack of capacity of the volunteers to carry out jobs/roles   67%
Membership recruitment/ retention 67%
Issues with cash flow (e.g. inability to raise sufficient cash from subs/ fund-raising etc).    33%
Access difficulties for members (cost, lack of public transport etc). 33%
Lack of appropriate local facilities.    0%
Lack of suitable/available time slots at facility. 0%
Lack of information about local facilities/ services. 0%
Poor/ No relationship with local clubs (facility usage/ support of events / workshops) 0%
Lack of Sports Development Plan   0%
Priority of facilities given to recreational activities over sports clubs e.g. 5-aside. 0%

The top challenges are
'Funding', 'Volunteer numbers 
/capacity' AND 'Membership 

recruitment/ retention'.

Num Respd=3

Barriers to indoor facilities

Hire cost - too expensive for club 50%
Finding venues of suitable size 50%
Can't get suitable booking slot    50%
Location - too distant from club base 0%
Finding venues with suitable training surface 0%
Access not suitable for people with a disability 0%

Num Respd=2

The top barriers are
 'Hire cost, venues of 

suitable size and 
booking slot'

Funding Recruitment/Retention
Volunteer numbers 

and capacity



Clubs were asked to consider support and resources needed to help them continue what they are doing 
and further develop. The following were graded either as CRITICAL or HIGH  level of need:
 

1. Additional outdoor facilities for competitions
2. Workshops for club volunteer development
3. Equipment for your sport
4. More support from your Governing Body
5. Online coaching resources for your sport
6. More paid staff to help develop the club
7. Better clubhouse facilites
8. Help to draw down funding
9. Recruitment and retention of volunteers

10. Additional outdoor facilities for training
11. Additional indoor facilities for training

12. Additional indoor facilities for competitions
13. Online courses for club volunteers
14. Online toolkit for club development
15. Better links with the Council's Sports Development Team
16. Help creating a club sports development plan

 

9. Support/Resources
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Support/Resources

Num Respd=3

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
67%
50%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

 



10. Survey Comments
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The following comments (unaltered) are reported by clubs in relation to current facilities and the 

need/demand for additional facilities:

'We compete and train in parks, forest parks. mountain terrain and urban areas.'

'Our facilities would be forests, parklands, moorlands and farmlands owned by landowners and to whom 

we often have to pay access fees for competitions.'

'We use a large industrial unit to store club equipment, including the club trailer, kites and timing 

equipment, tents and much more. The club meets the overhead costs only (eg electric and any 

maintenance required).  Should his business needs change we would be under significant pressure to 

find somewhere else suitable.'

'New mapped areas - the lifeblood of the sport'

'Maps; and premises to store equipment; meeting facilities and training'

'New terrain'

'We found it difficult to fill in sections of this generic questionnaire which has clearly been designed with 

big clubs, traditional team and facility-based sports foremost in mind.'

'Under the section on volunteer hours I have estimated the hours spent by people in that stated role. The 

committee members and all of our club members also volunteer to be Planners, Organisers and 

Controllers of events, to perform other on the day roles at events, to accompany junior teams on tour 

and give many more hours of their time than these numbers reflect. There is an increasing burden of 

bureaucracy in gaining access agreements, particularly from public sector landowners.'



11. Focus Groups
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Focus Group Insight

Complementing the survey, focus group discussion confirms a range of challenges and concerns,
ideas and aspirations across all sports and all Council areas.
 
Volunteers: Sports club volunteers are often in short supply so it’s essential their role and the extent
of their commitment is realistic, reflecting their personal circumstances and skill set. The focus groups
highlighted the need for support in all aspects of volunteering including recruitment, training,
recognising achievement and succession planning.
 
Facilities: Clubs operating their own facilities are often constrained by the scale/scope of their
resources whilst clubs hiring or renting facilities can also be challenged by pricing and limited
availability at peak times. Sports clubs want their contribution to local communities to be recognised
in the strategic development of sports facilities.
 
Governance: The challenge presented by governance and administration in sports clubs is a
significant issue. Some clubs view governance and administration as a bureaucratic imposition that
gets in the way of the sporting activity. Clubs realise that better management will help remove the
stress of governance and administration.
 
Development: The views on Clubmark and on Sports Development Plans expressed by those clubs
that have them in place evidence a high degree of positivity both towards the process of creating
them and the benefits of using them as management tools.
 
Finances: Despite a picture of general confidence for financial health clubs are finding it more difficult
to bring money in and they see this as a continuing challenge. Some clubs feel grant-giving
organisations have to better understand the needs of sports clubs.
 
Membership: Clubs recognise that healthy membership is an outcome of getting everything else
right. They also recognise that people are more likely to join a club where they will be supported and
encouraged by enthusiastic volunteers and qualified coaches, where they feel safe and where they
will be happy and have fun.
 
Coaches: Clubs have concerns around coaches taking on too much which may point to the need for
more skilled coaches. It also points to the need for a coaches management policy in the same way as
there is a need for a volunteers management policy.
 


